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Abstract 
In this work, industrially feasible silicon based concentrator solar cells are characterized in dependence of the boron-oxygen-
complex being in its active and idle state. The work emphasis on the concentration and therefore injection dependent behaviour 
of the open-circuit-voltage and pseudo fill factor. It is shown, that beside the usual logarithmic dependence of the open-circuit-
voltage, an additional gain of 11 mV is achieved. Furthermore, a higher fill factor limit due to an increasing pseudo fill factor 
towards increasing irradiance is observed. The behaviour of both quantities can be described by the increasing injection of 
minority charge carriers diminishing the influence of the boron-oxygen-complex and other recombination channels with ideality 
factor greater than unity. This analysis shows that concentrator solar cells made of Czochralski grown silicon show a reduced 
sensitivity by means of this defect decreasing from 1.8 % at one sun to 0.6 % at 17 suns. Thus for concentrator applications, a 
boron-oxygen-limited bulk lifetime does not corrupt final cell performance to such an extent as for conventional, one-sun solar 
cells. Recent progress shows peak efficiencies for a metal-wrap-through concentrator solar cell architecture called AP-MWT of 
21.1 % at two suns for a passivated emitter and rear solar cell device and over 20 % between five and twelve suns for a device 
featuring a full area, Al alloyed contact on the rear. 
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1. Introduction 
Concentrator solar cells are designed to operate under focused sun light exceeding an intensity of 1000 W/m², 
typically within systems that contain an optical setup to focus the incoming light [1]. The concentrated light leads to 
an increase in the excess charge carriers 'n leading to a higher efficiency potential mainly due to an increased open-
circuit-voltage Voc [2]. Proportional to the concentration factor C, expensive cell or receiver area are saved. A cost 
effective optic and tracker presumed, can yield advantages in terms of costs / Wp compared to a conventional flat-
panel system. 
The present work covers a study where the impact of the meta-stable boron-oxygen-complex and its 
characteristic injection dependent lifetime, in the context of concentrator solar cells is investigated. A beneficial 
impact is observed, induced by the increasing 'n at which a concentrator solar cell operates beyond the usual 
logarithmic increase in Voc. By doing so, the authors focus on the behavior of the Voc and pseudo fill factor pFF for 
increasing irradiance up to 20,000 W/m² that corresponds to a concentration factor of C = 20. 
2. Approach 
2.1. Experimental approach 
Concentrator solar cells that feature an industrially feasible process flow on Czochralski based silicon (Cz-Si) [3] 
material have been processed. Parallel to the cell run, symmetric lifetime samples on the same material (group 2) 
and on float-zone grade silicon (FZ-Si, group 3) are processed.  
 
FIG. 1. Process flow for the concentrator solar cell as well as the preparation process for both lifetime samples. A schematic cross-
section of the resulting test samples are displayed below the respective group. On the right side, the front and rear view of a 
concentrator solar cell resulting from group 1 is displayed. 
FIG. 1 shows the process flow for both, the cell and the lifetime samples as well as the front and rear view of a 
final concentrator cell cut out of the mother wafer. Group 2 and 3 were exposed to the emitter formation in order to 
take into account possible getter effects. By means of the quasi-steady-state photo conductance (QSSPC) 
measurement [4], the effective lifetime Weff,cz and Weff,Fz for each sample of group 2 and 3 are determined. In the case 
of the FZ-Si samples the intrinsic Auger and radiative limited bulk lifetime Wintr according to Kerr et al. [5] is 
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assumed. According to Sproul et al. [6], the surface recombination Seff in case of the FZ-Si lifetime samples are 
obtained. The impact of the different substrate doping densities of group 2 and 3 on Seff is assumed small and thus 
neglected. Therefore, the determination of Weff,Cz by means of the QSSPC method, and taking into account a constant 
Seff obtained from the FZ-Si samples, yields the bulk lifetime of the Cz-Si Wbulk,CZ. The Cz-Si lifetime samples are 
measured twice in the case of the light induced degraded LID and in the so-called “regenerated” state [7]. The 
samples are transferred to the LID state by light soaking over a period of 48 hours. The regenerated state is obtained 
by light soaking at an elevated temperature of 140°C over a period of 4 hours. Both states are stable for all 
subsequent conditions the test samples are exposed to. 
2.2. Theoretical approach 
The mass-action law [8] connects the voltage generates by the device, i.e. the splitting of the quasi-Fermi-energy 
bands, to the excess charge carriers. For a p-type semi-conductor with 'n = 'p, the following equation holds: 
݊݌ ൌ ο݊ ή ሺ ஺ܰ ൅ ο݊ሻ ൌ ݊௜ǡ௘௙௙ ή ݁
௏
௏೟ 
     (1) 
Whereby n and p denote all free electrons and holes respectively, NA denotes the ionized acceptor density, ni,eff 
the effective intrinsic charge carrier density and Vt the thermal voltage. ni,eff corresponds to the band-gap narrowing 
and temperature corrected value as described in detail by Wolf et al. [9]. 
The following equation [8] translates the measured injection dependent lifetime into a total recombination current 
density for the bulk: 
݆௥௘௖ǡ௕௨௟௞ ൌ
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 (2) 
Whereby q and W denote the elementary charge and the thickness of the bulk respectively. The QSSPC analysis 
delivers an average 'n and thus an average lifetime of the test sample described in FIG. 1. Therefore, equation      
(1) and (2) correspond to a “zero-dimensional” approach neglecting all spatial variation in 'n. 
By including additional recombination channels that is emitter j0e, rear back surface field (BSF) j0,BSF,  and p-n-
junction induced recombination j02, a I-V curve, free of series resistance equal to a suns-Voc [10] curve, can be 
constructed. 
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Thereby j0e consists of the area weighted contributions of the passivated j0e,pass and contacted j0e,met emitter 
regions. Defect state recombination that occur in the p-n-junction is addressed by an ideality factor of n2 = 2 and 
induced by means of the edge j02,edge and the front contact j02,met. Due to the average 'n in the bulk, recombination 
that takes place at the front side tends to be underestimated whereas recombination on the rear side the vice versa. In 
this case the influence of a parallel shunt is neglected. With the tool “QS Cell” [11], the former “QS Model” the 
error in terms of the total recombination current density induced by using the proposed approach comprises far less 
than 10 %. 
In Table 1, the input parameters assumed for equation (3) are published all and based on experimental data. 
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Table 1. List of input parameters for equation (3). 
Quantity Global ideality factor 
n1 and n2 
Value 
(fA/cm²) 
References 
j0e,pass 1 405 [12] 
j0e,met 1 954 [12], [13] 
j0,BSF 
jrec,bulk 
j02,edge 
j02,met 
1 
- 
2 
2 
282 
- 
ʹͳǤʹ ή ͳͲ଺ 
͹ͺǤͺ ή ͳͲ଺ 
[14] 
This work 
[15] 
[12] 
3. Results 
FIG. 2 shows the 'n dependent bulk lifetime in both the LID and the regenerated state. The related boron-
oxygen-complex (BO) in the active state is well known being responsible for limiting the lifetime of excess charge 
carriers in the bulk [16-19]. Additionally, the injection dependent lifetime in the LID state according to a 
parameterization induced by Bothe et al. [20], by taking into account a simplified SRH formalism introduced by 
Altermatt et al. [21] is displayed. Bothe’s curve obtained from the parametrization of the BO-complex and the 
measured bulk lifetime in this study, show a good coincidence. 
On the right side of FIG. 2, the associated recombination current density in the bulk is shown by using equation 
(2). 
 
 
FIG. 2 Left: The bulk lifetime of the Cz-Si lifetime samples in both states. Right: The corresponding recombination current densities according to 
equation (2). The lifetime data corresponds to the average of at least four samples. It is unknown to the authors what other impurities might be 
active and limiting the bulk lifetime in the regenerated case, since it does not reach intrinsic magnitude. Nevertheless, that uncertainty is not 
counteracting or corrupting any outcome of the present work. 
By using equation (3), the suns-Voc curve is simulated and the characteristic parameters Voc and pFF extracted. 
FIG. 3 on the left shows the FF potential expressed by the difference of pFF-FF0, which decreases towards higher 
concentration. In the regarded range, the difference between regenerated and LID state rather stays constant leading 
to a parallel increase of both pFF curves. The pFFsim is extracted out of the simulated suns-Voc curve (equation (3)) 
fitting nicely to the experimental data. Due to lucidity reasons, the simulated Voc are not shown. The experimental 
data show an offset between LID and regenerated state that is decreasing towards increasing concentration. By 
extrapolating the LID Voc that corresponds to C = 1 and the regenerated Voc that corresponds to C = 17, to two 
“parallel” lines with a difference of 11 mV are obtained. This is an additional gain on top of the commonly observed 
“ln(C)” dependence (~60 mV per decade of irradiance) between irradiation and Voc based on the one-diode-model. 
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FIG. 3. Measured (lines) and simulated (scatterd lines) ideal fill factor FF0, pFF and Voc for the regenerated and degraded state. FF0 is obtained by 
Green’s equation [22] out of the Voc. The difference between regenerated and LID FF0 is small, thus only one value is shown. The “ln(C)-
behavior” is obtained by using the one-diode-model in the LID as well as in the regenerated state extrapolating from C = 1 toward higher and 
from C = 17 towards lower concentration respectively. For low concentration, data point density as can be seen in FIG. 2 is reduced to such an 
extent that the quadratic interpolation to find the pseudo maximum power point tend to fail. Thus, for very low concentration no simulation data 
is shown. 
FIG. 4 shows the experimentally obtained, concentration dependent, relative difference between regenerated and 
LID state for all three relevant parameters. The difference reduces from 1.8 % at C = 1 to 0.6 % at C = 17 mainly 
induced by the reduction of 'FF and 'Voc. In the case of the jsc, the average 'n in the bulk remains well below 
1014 cm-3 for all operational conditions investigated here leading to a constant offset between regenerated and LID 
state. 
The described behavior is not only restricted to the BO-complex altered bulk lifetime, also for interstitial metal 
contaminated samples featuring asymmetric capture cross-sections similar behaviors have been observed [23]. 
FIG. 4 Left: Measured relative difference between the regenerated and the LID state. Adding 'jsc, 'FF and 'Voc yield the relative difference in K 
that shrinks from 1.8 % to 0.6 %. Right: The corresponding pie diagrams for C = 1 and C = 17, extracted out of the “waterfall” diagram on the 
left. 
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4. Discussion 
Both, the behavior of the pFF and Voc are directly linked to the voltage dependent recombination and thus also to 
the injection dependent bulk lifetime as shown in FIG. 2. On the left side of FIG. 5, the simulated recombination 
current densities by means of equation (3) are displayed. For low voltage or low 'n respectively, the bulk 
recombination in the LID state as well as recombination featuring a global ideality of n2 = 2 dominate the total 
recombination curve. For V > 650 mV recombination featuring a global ideality of of n2 = 1 start to dominate.  
The right side of FIG. 5 shows the voltage and 'n dependent local ideality factor m [24]. The local ideality 
indicates the slope of for the respective total recombination curve. m > 1 indicates additional channels of 
recombination such as “j02-like” or injection dependent, “j01-like” mechanisms such as an injection dependent bulk 
lifetime. Any deviation of m being greater than unity leads to an additional loss expressed in the difference FF0-pFF 
and a “non-ln(C)” behavior of the Voc. Both losses are injection dependent and reduce toward higher concentration. 
Generally, pFF losses are more persistent simply because the Voc always exceeds the pseudo maximum power point 
voltage pVmpp significantly. As an example, both characteristic voltages and corresponding 'n respectively are 
indicated for both states of the bulk at C = 10. 
 
 
FIG. 5 Left: Simulated injection and voltage dependent recombination mechanisms of a solar cell as introduced in FIG. 1 by using equation (3). 
Right: The local ideality factor m for the total recombination current densities in the case of the regenerated and LID state. Additionally, the 
characteristic pseudo maximum power point voltage pVmpp and the Voc at C = 10 are indicated. 
5. Recent concentrator activities 
We combine the metal-wrap-through (MWT) [25] architecture with a flexible unit cell design, capable of 
displaying a MWT concentrator cell with dimensions between 1 x 2.25 cm² and 14 x 13.5 cm². We term this design 
“All-Purpose-MWT” (AP-MWT). 
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FIG. 6 Left: Front (top) and rear (bottom) view of an AP-MWT wafer with an edge length of 15.6 cm consisting of 84 solar cells called unit cells. 
Examples A to C refer to possible formats of a final cell all consisting of different amounts of unit cells with a size of 1 x 2.25 cm². Upper right: 
Schematic cross-section of the Al-BSF as well as of the PERC [26] version of the AP-MWT solar cell. Lower right: Example of a final cell 
separated out of the mother wafer. 
FIG. 6 on the left, shows a rear and front view of a mother wafer consisting of 84 unit cells. We provide the 
architecture with a full area alloyed Al-BSF as well as an all sides effectively passivated version called PERC [26] 
AP-MWT. Additionally, a possible final cell consisting out of 4 unit cells are shown. 
 
 
FIG. 7 Left: K ploted over C for the Al-BSF as well as or the PERC version of the AP-MWT solar cell. Right: Corresponding Voc and FF. Note: 
In case of the PERC device, the grid is optimized for C = 1 in contrary to the Al-BSF solar cell that was optimized for C = 10. 
FIG. 7 shows the corresponding I-V-related parameters for champion cells for both versions of the AP-MWT 
architecture. The PERC device provides superior Voc and jsc (not shown) compared to the Al-BSF cell reaching 
excellent efficiencies for C < 4. For higher C, series resistance losses limit the FF reducing performance 
tremendously. The Al-BSF AP-MWT solar cell provides a full area contact on the rear side for efficient transport of 
the electrical current. Therefore, the peak efficiency is shifted to higher C reaching a maximum efficiency of over 
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20 % between 5 and 12 suns. The PERC device reaches an excellent efficiency of 21.0 % at C = 1 and a maximum 
of 21.1 % at C = 2. 
6. Conclusion 
The authors present a comprehensive study involving the investigation of the boron-oxygen complex in the state 
of light induced degraded as well as regenerated for silicon based concentrator solar cell. The characteristic injection 
dependent lifetime leads to an increase of the fill factor potential expressed by an increasing pseudo fill factor 
towards higher irradiance. In the case of the open-circuit-voltage, a super “ln(C)” dependency is observed leading to 
an additional voltage gain of 11 mV towards higher concentration. These behaviors are illustrated with an injection 
dependent ideality factor indicating increased losses if greater than unity. This is the case for the open-circuit-
voltage at concentration of up to eight and particular for the pseudo fill factor for the whole range of concentration 
factors regarded. Furthermore, the study clearly reveals an advantage for the concentration application in case of the 
boron-oxygen complex: At one sun, the difference to the regenerated state equals to 1.8 %. In the case of 17 suns, 
the difference reduces to 0.6 %. 
Recent progress in metal-wrap-through concentrator solar cells called AP-MWT reveals peak efficiencies for a 
passivated emitter and rear cell device of 21.1 % at two suns and greater than 20 % between five and twelve suns for 
a full area, Al alloyed solar cell. 
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